Speak of the Devil - season two - show notes

2.01  The Satanic Artist
Season 2, Here We go!  Co-hosts Shane Bugbee and Nannerl start the conversation with the elephants in the room:  the Satanic Artist, and how we fit in society and among each other. 
Where is our place?  What does it take to be the Satanic Artist?

2.02  The Outlier
Birds of a feather stick together, but what about the rest of us?
Shane and Nannerl discuss what it means to be an Outlier, and why its important to own up to this identity rather than fit in.  Nannerl also rants about weaboos.
Dog whistles ensue.

2.03  Fashion
Where to start…
Nannerl and Shane both celebrate and shade how heavily fashion plays a role in Satanism.
Lavey was a snappy dresser, but I'm pretty sure he never expected Satanists to all dress the same, or there to be "satanic clothing brands".  For a culture of individualism, there sure seem to be a lot of rules of what to wear, even if its not said out loud! 
Content Warning:  pointed, strong opinions from Nannerl, the self appointed Chief and usurper of the Fashion Police.  If you cant laugh at yourself….

2.04  The Fry Cook
We all started somewhere.  Some fry cooks go on to become one of our culture's biggest influencers, some of us need more time to cook. 
Shane and Nannerl discuss some of their and others' upward climbs and Nannerl gets bitchy over what a hobbyist vs pro is in performance.

2.05  The Con Man
Its one thing to be a Magician, but a Con Man?  
Shane sheds light on what makes a Con Man.  Did you join a Satanic group to buy sweet merch?
Are you sure its not a con man preying on your insecurities? 
Nannerl discusses with Shane the importance of independent thought and why Satanism is a philosophy rather than religion.
Bonus:  If you like sweet potatoes or pancakes, this is the episode for you!

2.06  The Adversary
The absolute bread and butter (gluten free if you prefer, but always real butter)
Of what makes someone or thing 'Satanic' .  It doesn’t necessarily mean an antagonist or opposition to the same targets, but hey, listen and find out what Nannerl and Shane are talking about here.  Groupthink strongly discouraged.


2.07  The Company you Keep pt. 1
Shane and Nannerl address topics that mention white supremacists, and the alt-right and those groups' coopted ideas from Satanism and the like.  Listener discretion advised as it is a sensitive topic.
Part 1 of 2 parts


2.08  The Company you Keep Pt. 2 - speakofthedevilpod.com
2nd part of the previous episode, Shane and Nannerl continue a conversation on some bad apples and if they spoil the bunch by being adjacent in ideas or if they are just on their own in their beliefs.  Listener discretion advised.


2.09  Mike Diana - speakofthedevilpod.com
Gather around kids, lets go back to a simpler time.. Back to 1991, when artist Mike Diana was charged with obscenity for creating art.  Shane recalls being publisher of Diana's works, and how time and a documentary has a way of erasing those who had a hand in others' relevance…wait.. Didn’t we cover this in our very first episode?!



2.10 Michael Hunt Publishing - speakofthedevilpod.com
Nannerl asks Shane to share some of his insight and experiences as the man they call Mike Hunt..well not mine…
Some reflection on some more controversial pieces as well, including Ragnar Redbeard's "Might is Right".  As Lavey told Shane, "This is pure dynamite"..and still is.
**an except of this episode was released early August titled Might and Power
This is the full episode


2.11  V is for Validation - speakofthedevilpod.com
Shane and Nannerl discuss what Validation is to them and what it seems to mean to others.
Individualism, is it at the cost of losing friends, or getting pats on the back?
A reprisal of the idea of recognizing what one's place is, and Nannerl tries to point out the difference of serious committed artists' validation vs validation the amateur seeks.
Shane also shares his plans of immortalizing himself.



2.12  Venues + Events pt. 1 - speakofthedevilpod.com
Part 1 of the thrilling conclusion of Season 2 of the Speak of the Devil Podcast.
Shane takes Nannerl down memory lane, through the events he put on and co-conspired in the past, including the responsibilities assumed in said events.  Includes stories from Expo to the Extreme, Angry White Male Tour, 666 Eve, and how Nannerl and Shane were in the same town at the same time without crossing paths.



2.13  Venues + Events pt. 2 - speakofthedevilpod.com
Part 2 and finale of Season 2 of Speak of the Devil Podcast.
Events post-666Eve are remembered, including True Crime Warped Minds, the time Ed Gein's truck was in the flesh (er…steel??), the WTF fest, all the way to Shane speaking at Harvard. 
So many events leading up to said documentary in our first episode, so interesting how many events have influenced newer ones so long ago. 
Shane and Nannerl sincerely thank all of you for listening, and hope you stick around for Season 3 and whatever stories, recollection and ramblings it may bring.


Welcome to the SPEAK OF THE DEVIL podcast.

This podcast is: - The gift of occult knowledge told. - An attempt at fighting the re-writing of Satanic history, definitely adding to it. - Left hand path folklore from the outsiders perspective. - Released in multiple episode for your bing listening enjoyment. - Your host Nannerl, speaking with the Devil, Shane Bugbee.
Who is Shane Bugbee? Shane Bugbee IS THE DEVIL! 
A friend of Church of Satan founder Anton LaVey, Shane played an instrumental role in the foundation of the Satanic Temple. Mr. Shane Bugbee is an underground legend. He has been an artist, publisher, writer, photographer, filmmaker, sculptor, historical figure, a historian, a seeker, a teacher and even for a brief period – a successful soda-pop purveyor. 
Who is Nannerl? An eternal witch just hitting 500 years old, a youngster in eternal life. She is the host... She IS the Devils Kapellmeister.
 







